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Introduction

Most humanitarian and development non-governmental organisations (NGOs) appreciate the value

of sharing information and collaborating with other organisations operating in the same space to

improve their collective security.

In the past, organisations were wary about sharing security information, concerned it would place

sta� at greater risk, or exposeweaknesses ormistakes in their security approach. Now, however,

there is greater recognition that coordinating and collaborating on security issues is in everybody’s

best interest, and actively engaging with inter-agency security networks and forums has become an

essential element in maintaining a successful presence in complex contexts with ever-increasing

risks to sta�.

We are alsowitnessing a signi�cant growth in online or virtual NGO security networks at national,

regional and global levels, increasing both accessibility and participation. Such networks o�er huge

opportunities for information sharing, discussion, and greater collaboration, but they are not without

their unique challenges.

Security collaborationmechanisms o�er particular value for smaller NGOswhich are often

constrained by limited budgets and minimal security capacity. The ability to access the security

information and support provided by networks and forums enables smaller organisations to confront

operational security challengeswithout the need for large formal security structures. However,

regardless of size, all NGOs bene�t from the collective support o�ered by security collaboration

mechanisms.

Despite several successes, and even when the need for a mechanism to share security information

and coordinate on security issues is widely recognised – and indeed demanded – byNGOs on the
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ground, it can be di�cult to get initiatives up and running. Many successful initiatives have been

largely dependent on the commitment and personalities of the individuals involved.

Even when a mechanism gets o� the ground,maintaining it is equally challenging, especially given the

high turnover of sta�within the sector; when thosewho have been central to a mechanism’s success

move on, and others are unwilling to take up the task, the mechanism often ceases to exist.

During emergencies, or as a result of sudden deterioration in security, smaller organisations often

look to security sta� from the larger humanitarian NGOs to establishmuch-needed security

networks or forums, and to facilitate the sharing of security information for the NGO community.

While security personnel may bewilling to support in this way, they are often time-constrained or

have limited experience in establishing security collaboration mechanisms.

For local and national NGOs (L/NNGOs), access to security collaborationmechanisms is an

additional challenge. Already pushed to deliver assistance under increasing risks, often without

adequate resources to do so, many collaboration mechanisms are only accessible to security sta�

from international NGOs (INGOs). Even where L/NNGOs can participate, language, technical barriers,

and, in some cases, power imbalances make it di�cult for them to access security information or

discuss their concerns. Enabling better access to security collaboration mechanisms is a critical part

of the ‘localisation’ agendawhich commits to improving support to, and strengthening the capacity

of, local and national aid organisations.*

* GISF. (2020) Partnerships and Security Risk Management: from the local partner’s perspective.

About this guide

This guide provides NGO security sta�with advice, tips, and practical resources to support them in

facilitating e�ective security collaborationwith other organisations operating in the same context.

The guide is also applicable to security collaboration and coordinationmechanisms at the regional

and global levels. The guide is intended for use as a reference rather than providing a prescriptive

framework for NGO security collaboration.

The guide explains the overarching principles of security collaboration, highlights di�erent models

and options to be considered, suggests how such collaborative e�orts can be established and

maintained, and examines potential activities and support they can provide to humanitarian

organisations.

Why collaborate?

Collaborationmeans acting together in the interests of a common goal. The goal is not collaboration

itself, but the results it can produce. NGOs are diverse organisations, with di�erentmandates, values,

and approaches. However, organisations do not operate in a vacuum– what a�ects one NGOwill

almost certainly a�ect others. By working together, NGOs aremore informed, more e�ective, and

have a stronger voice on issues of concern across all aspects of providing humanitarian assistance,

including security.





What is security collaboration?

In its simplest form, security collaboration is whenNGOs come together to share relevant

information and work in partnership to address common concerns regarding the security of their

sta�, programmes, and organisations.

Although responsibility for the security of sta� and programmeswill always remain with the

respective NGO, actively sharing information and looking for opportunities to support each other

improves our ability to provide sustained assistance in themost challenging of security contexts.

The creation of NGO-focused andmanaged security collaborationmechanisms provides a platform

through which a diverse group of NGOs can exchange di�erent perspectives and information on

security incidents, share expertise and capacity and, if necessary, establish common and

complementary positions in regard to security and access challenges.

Security collaboration

Security collaboration betweenNGOs in the humanitarian sector is when organisations

arewilling to act together to address common concerns regarding security and access,

to share information on incidents and risks within the operating environment, and to

strengthen their collective capacity to minimise risks to their sta�, programmes, and

organisations.
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1. Security groups, networks and

forums

There is no standardmodel for inter-agency security collaboration;mechanisms exist in many

di�erent forms. Mechanisms range from small groups of interested NGOsecurity sta� sharing

security information informally via Skype orWhatsApp, to hosted or stand-alone structures which

have dedicated sta�ng, enabling them to provide a broad range of security services to the NGO

community including security information, analysis, technical assistance and training.  

Although collaboration mechanisms have diverse structures providing di�erent services and

activities, themajority can be categorised into one of �ve broadmodels:

Peer-to-Peer Security Groups

Interagency Security Networks

Security Consortiums or Partnerships

NGO-Managed Security Forums

NGO Security Platforms

While somemechanisms have been very successful in certain contexts, similar approaches tried

elsewhere have been less e�ective. Therefore any mechanismwill need to be adapted to the

operational context, speci�c security needs of theNGOs on the ground, and available resources. The

di�erent security collaborationmodels are examined in the table below.
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Peer-to-Peer

Security

Group

Inter-

agency

Security

Network

Security

Consortium/

Partnership

NGO-

managed

Security

Forum

NGO

Security

Platform

Peer-to-Peer

Security

Group

Inter-

agency

Security

Network

Security

Consortium/

Partnership

NGO-

managed

Security

Forum

NGO

Security

Platform

KEY

FEATURES

Informal/ad hoc

group.

Often exist as

virtual/online

groups.

Individual security

sta� take the lead,

initiating the group

and hosting

meetings.

Hosting

responsibilities may

change on a

revolving basis.

Main activities

include information

sharing and periodic

meetings.

Members share

reports/information

directly via email or

online chat

platforms.

Formal

network with

membership

criteria &

agreement.

Chair/co-

chair elected

to lead

network.

Chair/co-

chair

positions

change

periodically.

Activities

include

information

sharing,

regular

meetings,

thematic

workshops,

and training

events.

Information

shared

directly by

members or

via network

leads,

enabling

anonymised

reporting.

Network may

also

represent

NGO

interests at

various

coordination

fora or with

UNDSS.

Full-time/part-

time Security

Advisor

appointed to

support NGOs

involved.

Security Advisors

have Terms of

Reference (ToR).

Recruited by host

organisation.

Security Advisors’

timemay be

divided between

NGOs and host

organisation – eg

70% for NGOs &

30% for host.

Activities include

security updates,

technical security

support and

training.

NGOs in�uence

ToR (via an

advisory group)

but management

rests with host

organisation.

Host organisation

responsible for

HR, and if funded,

donor contracts.

Linked to wider

coordination

body or stand-

alone security

structure.

Managed/hosted

byNGOs.

Steering

committee

oversees the

initiative’s

activities and

services.

Full-time security

sta� provide

support to forum

members.

Security team

may include

other roles – Info

Analyst, Training

O�cer.

Activities include

facilitating

meetings,

providing

security updates

and regular

reports, training,

technical

support, and

crisis assistance.

Forums are

usually capital-

based, with

travelling security

sta�. However, in

some contexts

the forum may

have presence in

speci�c areas.

Independent

organisation with

own sta�.

Advisory Board

established with

in-country NGOs

to ensure

services meet

the needs of

NGOs.

O�er extensive

menus of NGO

security services

including threat

warnings /alerts,

incident

tracking,

security reports,

brie�ngs and

meetings,

orientations,

training, security

reviews, and

crisis assistance.

Information and

services are

limited to

registered NGO

partners.

Facilitate

cooperationwith

UNDSS and

other security

actors –

international

military and local

security forces.

Security sta�

presence at both

national and

sub-national

levels.



Peer-to-Peer

Security

Group

Inter-

agency

Security

Network

Security

Consortium/

Partnership

NGO-

managed

Security

Forum

NGO

Security

Platform

FIELD

EXAMPLES

Bangladesh INGO&

Corporate Security

Forum.

Latin America and

the Caribbean

(LAC) Regional

Security Forum.

Afghanistan INGO

Safety & Security

Group (Skype).

ColombiaGrupo de

información de

seguridad.

El Salvador Grupo

de Puntos focales

de Seguridad.

Middle East

and North

Africa (MENA)

Region

Humanitarian

Safety&

Security

Forum.

East Africa

Regional

Security

Forum.

Haiti Forum

de Sécurité

(FOSEC).

NGO Safety

Advisor Program

– South Sudan

(DRC).

Safety and

Security Advisory

Group – Northern

Iraq.

Libya INGO

Forum – Safety

Advisor.

Ethiopia

Humanitarian

INGO Forum –

NGOSafety

O�cer, Tigray.

South Sudan

NGOForum –

Security Team.

Pakistan

Humanitarian

Forum – Safety

Team.

INSO is the

leading provider

of country-level

NGO security

platforms. All

previous NGO

security

platforms have

been replaced

by INSO

platforms.

INSO platforms

currently exist in

Afghanistan,

Burkina Faso,

Cameroon, CAR,

Chad, DRC, Iraq,

Kenya, Mali,

Niger, Nigeria,

Somalia, South

Sudan, Syria,

Ukraine.

PROS Quick and easy to

establish.

Limited

commitment

required from

participating NGOs.

With small groups,

often easier to

establish a level of

trust.

Fairly discrete

mechanism, unlikely

to face restrictions

fromauthorities.

Slightlymore

control over

members’

behaviour –

agree to

certain

protocols.

Possibility of

anonymising

incident

reports may

prompt

sharing of

sensitive

information.

Provides a

platform to

agree

coordinated

approach or

to raise issues

of concern.

Good for

organisations

with limited

security capacity,

no full-time

security sta�.

High trust

levels/info

sharing if Security

Advisor seen as

neutral.

Possibility to have

security position

funded by

donors.

Opportunity to

build capacity of

partners and

L/NNGOs through

direct security

support and

training.

More neutral role,

NGOs more likely

to share

information on

incidents.

Feeling of

ownership by

NGOs, more

committed to

supporting

initiatives.

Strong voice

through

coordination

body to agree

coordinated

approach or to

raise issues of

concern.

Comprehensive

range of services

– free of charge.

Inclusive service,

available to both

INGOs and

L/NNGOs

No

administrative

burden or

�nancial risk for

NGOs.

Consistency of

services,

regardless of

sta� turnover.

High levels of

incident sharing

– perceived as

neutral body.



A leading provider of country-level security platforms for NGOs is the International NGO Safety

Organisation (INSO). INSO provides a wide range of free services to partner NGOs operating within

high-risk settings, including the establishment of country-level and area-speci�c NGOsecurity

coordination platforms.

International NGO Safety Organisation (INSO)

INSO country-level security platforms provide a wide range of services depending on the

security context and the speci�c needs of theNGO community, but in general services

include incident alerts and tracking, analytical reports, crisis assistance, site security reviews,

sta� orientations and training.

INSO platforms are accessible to both INGOs and L/NNGOs, provided they are legally

registered or constituted within the country where the platform is established, and they

adhere to INSO’s Code of Conduct. INSO also assists NGOs in security coordinationwith the

UN agencies under the Saving Lives Together Framework.

INSO platforms are usually established at the request of NGOs operating in the country. A

group of NGOsmay come together, or work through an existing NGO forum, and invite INSO

to undertake a scoping mission to assess the feasibility of establishing a platformwithin the

Peer-to-Peer

Security

Group

Inter-

agency

Security

Network

Security

Consortium/

Partnership

NGO-

managed

Security

Forum

NGO

Security

Platform

CONS Short lifespan –

di�cult tomaintain

if key people leave.

Information is not

veri�ed.

Limited in�uence

onmembers’

behaviour – more

risk of info sharing

breaches.

Often involves

security sta� from

larger INGOs –

excludes non-

security sta� or

L/NNGOs.

Relies on

larger NGOs

with full-time

security sta�

to instigate

and take the

lead.

Some NGOs

may be

unwilling to

undertake

chair roles.

Not all

incidents will

be shared

with the

network –

depending on

size,

organisations

involved.

Signi�cant

burden on host

organisation.

Expectations of

participating

NGOs can be

di�cult to

manage;

con�icting

demands

sometimes

occur.

High turnover of

advisors leads to

gaps in coverage.

Substantial

funding needed

to ensure sta�ng

levels and long-

termprovision.

Due to higher

pro�le,

authorities may

restrict certain

activities or

censor

information.

NGOs have

tendency to

becomepassive

– requires more

e�ort to maintain

engagement.

Existmainly in

high-risk

operational

contexts.

Often takes time

to establish –

support,

funding, sta�ng,

and registration.
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country. However, decisions to launch INSO platforms are also subject to the availability of

funding and the ability of INSO to legally register within the country.

For all platforms, INSO establishes a voluntary Advisory Boardwhich includes

representatives from the in-country NGO community. The Advisory Board assists in

determining the scope of services INSO will provide, and meets regularly tomonitor the

implementation of these services and INSO’s performance.
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2. Other mechanisms and

initiatives

In addition to NGO-led or focused security collaborationmechanisms, there are several other

initiatives that aim to strengthen security collaboration between organisations thatmay be active in

the operating context.

Saving Lives Together (SLT)

Saving Lives Together (SLT) is an initiative to strengthen security collaboration between the UN

Security Management System (UNSMS), INGOs and International Organisations (IOs). The objective

of SLT is to enhance the ability of partner organisations to make informed decisions andmanage risk

based on shared information and knowledge.  

Although sometimes misinterpreted as a list of services that the UNprovides to NGOs, the SLT

framework is a partnership initiative whereby organisations commit to collaborate on several areas,

such as improving coordination, sharing information and resources, and facilitating access to training.

Organisations perceive and assess risks di�erently, and therefore implement security arrangements

which suit their organisation and its operational conditions. SLT aims to support an organisation’s

existing security risk management framework, not replace it – all organisations retain responsibility

for the safety and security of their own sta�.

Saving Lives Together Framework

Saving Lives Together, launched originally in 2001 as the ‘menu of options’ and then rebranded as

Saving Lives Together in 2006, is a framework for improving UN-NGO security collaboration in
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humanitarian operations and includes:

Establishing security coordination arrangements and forums.

Sharing relevant security information.

Cooperating on security training.

Cooperating on operational and logistics arrangements, where feasible.

Identifying resource requirements for enhancing security coordination between the UN,

INGOs and IOs, and advocate for funding.

Consulting on common ground rules for humanitarian action.

SLT collaboration mechanismsmay be established at country level and replicated at

area/regional level where required. SLT implementation is divided into two levels: Regular and

Enhanced:

Regular Level SLT – focus is on establishing dialogue and information sharing arrangements.

Enhanced Level SLT – for more complex security environments, resulting inmore enhanced

information sharing, security coordination, and operational arrangements.

Determination of the appropriate SLT implementation level ismade by the SLTOversight

Committee in close consultation with SLT partner organisations at national, regional andHQ

levels.

The primary bene�t of SLT is access to additional security information, access to UN Safe and Secure

Approaches in Field Environments (SSAFE) trainings and other collaboration opportunities. SLT

global counterparts at HQ level receive daily situation reports and can access a commononline

platform, country WebEx sessions and SLT contact information, aswell as access to UNDSS security

training.

SLT is available to all INGOs with established operations, or signi�cant activities in the country,

regardless of whether they are UN implementing or operational partners. There are no fees or

contributions for SLT participation, although some servicesmay be provided on cost recovery basis.

Access to SLT is determined at country level and is not dependent on any agreements or counterpart

arrangements betweenUnited Nations Department for Safety and Security (UNDSS) and the

respective INGO or IO at the global level.WhereNGO security collaboration mechanisms exist, these

can help foster greater SLT cooperation and engagement through the facilitation of information

sharing and promoting the needs of thewider NGO community.

While L/NNGOs cannot attain SLT partnership status and therefore do not fall under the SLT

Framework, they may still bene�t from SLT support through existing NGO security networks or

platforms established within their country, such as INSO, or wider coordination bodies andNGO

forums. For example, coordination platforms such as the South Sudan NGOForum and the

Humanitarian ForumYemen have facilitated access to SLT support for their L/NNGOsmembers.



To ensure coherent implementation of Saving Lives Together, anOversight Committee (SLTOC) has

been established. The SLTOC also decides on the application of the SLT implementation levels. The

SLTOC is co-chaired by UNDSS and an INGO representative and includes representatives of di�erent

UN agencies, the Steering Committee for Humanitarian Response (SCHR), andNGOcoordination

platforms, includingGISF, ICVA, and InterAction.

UN partner security support

In addition to SLTmechanisms, several UNagencies provide additional security coordination support

to implementing partners. For example,World Food Programme (WFP) has established initiatives to

improve security collaboration with cooperating partners and other humanitarian organisations

operating at country level. The aim is to improve security information sharing, to provide technical

advice and to contribute to improved humanitarian access.

{TESS+} Telecommunications Security Standards

Facilitated and coordinated byWFP, {TESS+} is the primary source for guidance and support on

Security Communications Systems (SCS) between the UN Security Management System

(UNSMS) and NGOs at the global and �eld-levels.

{TESS+} ismandated byUNDSS, in collaboration with the Interagency Security Management

Network (IASMN) and the Emergency Telecommunications Cluster (ETC), to provide �eld

support in establishing pragmatic and cost e�ective SCS solutions.

{TESS+} provides guidance on standards and the implementation of procedures, and conducts

regular �eldmissions to provide hands-on technical support, including training, to strengthen

SCS technologies and infrastructures in remote areas and challenging conditions.

Further information and resources on {TESS+}

This collaboration mechanism is coordinated through GISF and WFP. NGOs submit support requests

through their HQ, to link security focal points at national or local levels with WFP Security Advisors in

country.

Donor security support initiatives

Humanitarian donors increasingly recognise their vital role in supporting security riskmanagement

and the need to improve the exchange of security information among partners, as it ultimately leads

to better programme implementation.

Several donors have established initiatives to strengthen security collaboration between

organisations and to provide greater security support to their implementing partners. For example,

USAID’s initiative, the Partner Liaison Security Operation (PLSO), aims to enhance the sharing of

security information and advice betweenUSAID and its implementing partners, both international

https://www.wfp.org/telecommunications-security-standards
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and national organisations, and to support implementing partners to better manage andmitigate

their own security concerns.

PSLOprojects have been established in Nigeria, Haiti, Kenya, South Sudan and Ethiopia, in addition to

Security Advisor positions within Afghanistan and Nepal. In most cases, PLSO implementation has

been outsourced to commercial risk management companies, but the services o�ered under this

programme are free to all USAID implementing partners, and in some cases are extended to

organisations funded by other donors.

USAID Partner Liaison Security Operations (PLSO)

Partner Liaison Security Operations (PLSO) is a USAID-funded initiative to enhance

communication and support betweenUSAID and its Implementing Partners (IPs) regarding

safety and security. PLSO provides a variety of services to USAID and its IPs, including:

Threat alerts – by text and email.

Security awareness brie�ngs.

Online and in-person security training.

Workshops and networking events.

Security resources and templates.

O�ce and operating area risk assessments.

Security advisory services.

The UK’s Foreign, Commonwealth & Development O�ce (FCDO), previously DFID, and the German

development agency GIZ have established Risk Management O�ces (RMO), jointly in Nepal, and

separately in Nigeria (DFID), Yemen and Afghanistan (GIZ). While the RMOs principally support the

donor’s own sta� and programmes, security advice, information, training and support is also

extended to partners.
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3. Establishing a collaboration

mechanism

Regardless of themany bene�ts of security collaboration, it does not happen automatically; it is a

challenge to initiate andwill be ine�ective if not developed through careful assessment and planning

of its expected scope, structure and activities.

3.1 Assessing need

Coordination or collaborationmechanisms tend to proliferate during emergencies, especially large-

scale humanitarian responses. They are time-consuming for organisations to engagewith and can

require signi�cant resources, so there needs to be a clear added value in establishing additional

mechanisms. However, if well run, they can signi�cantly improve the response.

When looking to establish anNGO security mechanism, careful considerationmust be given to why it

is needed, andwhich collaboration type or model will best meet the security needs of the di�erent

NGOs in that speci�c context.

Key questions

Who are the primary stakeholders – L/NNGOs, INGOs, or all NGOs, and what

implicationsmight this have for the type of security mechanism established?

Howmany NGOs have full-time security sta� or security-speci�c focal points, and

will non-security sta� be involved?

What coordination or information sharing mechanisms already exist, andwhat are

the language requirements formeetings and security information?

https://gisf.ngo/
https://gisf.ngo/long-read/ngo-security-collaboration-guide/
https://gisf.ngo/




What are the main security information and support needs of the NGOs involved?

How sensitive is discussing and sharing information on security within the context,

and howdoes this impact the visibility of the security mechanism?

Which organisations have the capacity to lead and/or support the initiative?

What potential resources and funding are available to support a security

collaboration mechanism?

It is important to note that security information and support needs may evolve over time, and the

collaboration mechanismwill need to adapt to these changes. For example, what starts as a small

group of NGO security sta� forming a network to exchange security information may in time become

a security forumwith a full-time security coordinator.

Alternatively, due to a signi�cant deterioration in the security situation, increasing NGO demand and

the availability of donor funding, NGOs may request INSO to establish a stand-alone platform to

expand security support services to all NGOs operating in di�erent areas of the country.

When identifying and developing a suitable collaborative initiative, it is important to consider scope

for expansion and growth, aswell as down-scaling, and identify indicators thatmay trigger such

changes. This �exibility will enable themechanism to continue to meet the adapting needs of NGOs

involved, and to respond to changes in the security situation.

Determining factors

Level of insecurity – in insecure environments, where aid workers are frequently

targeted, NGOswill be looking for more comprehensive security information and

support, provided by a stand-alonemechanism, with dedicated sta�ng.

Number ofNGOs – the moreNGOs operating in a given environment, the greater

the demand on the security services provided by themechanism, which has

implications for the structure and capacity required.

Geographical coverage – whereNGO operations arewidespread then additional

sub-national networks or forums may be required to support NGOs working in

di�erent areas of the country.

Existing coordination structures – lack of, or frustrations with, existing

coordination structures will in�uence demand for a separate security-focused

mechanism. However, given strong overlapwith NGO fora, it is often useful for such

security networks or forums to be linked to existingmechanisms.

Attitude of authorities – in some contexts, sensitivities or suspicion associated

with security issues, and interference by authorities, may force NGOs to adopt a

less formalised mechanism or limit certain activities.

Resources and funding – larger mechanismswith sta�ng require signi�cant

resources. If funding is limited andNGOs are unable to contribute su�ciently





themselves, a less resource-intensivemechanism, such as a security network,may

be required.

3.2 Defining scope, activities and support

With any security collaboration mechanism, it is essential to clearly identify its purpose, what it aims

to achieve, and therefore what activities and support it should provide and, importantly, what

limitations it may have. For example, is the primary focus to improve security incident reporting

between organisations, or to provide a platform for NGOs to discuss the security situation and how

each is responding, or is it to provide technical security support to organisations with less security risk

management capacity?

Initiatives often lack buy-in and support if NGOs feel that they have not been su�ciently consulted

when de�ning scope and activities, or have little or no say in the development of the initiatives. From

the outset, it is important to solicit widespread participation in de�ning the aims and objectives of

any initiative.

NGO security mechanisms can provide a wide range of support services. Some of the most common

activities include:

Convening security meetings/brie�ngs.

Issuing security alerts/threat warnings and advisories.

Providing regular security reports.

Preparing analysis of incident trends or speci�c security challenges.

Liaison with UNDSS and other security actors (national security forces, including police and

military, international military forces, etc).

Facilitating access to security training.

Providing support during critical incidents.

The full extent of services a security network or forum provides to itsmembers should be

documented within its Terms of Reference/Charter, or in a separate Scope of Services document,

translated and widely disseminated, to ensure shared understanding of what the network or forum

does and does not do.

Tools

Tool 1 – Termsof Reference (ToR)/Charter template

It is important to clearly articulate the advisory nature of the information and support provided. The

primary objective is to support informed decision-making through shared information, not to replace

the internal security management systems of the participating NGOs. Security riskmanagement and

the duty of care to sta� remains the sole responsibility of individual NGOs.

https://gisf.ngo/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/211122-Tool-1-Final.docx




3.3 Membership and engagement

Ultimately, collaborationmechanisms are only as good as the organisations involved and the level to

which they engage. During the early days of any new security mechanism, membership is likely to be

small, and mostly con�ned to a few proactive security sta�. However, as the mechanism matures,

interest will increase, and with it a need for clear membership criteria. In some contexts, theremay be

good reasons for limitingmembership, but a lack of transparency onwho is involved andwhy creates

a risk of themechanism being accused of being elitist or discriminatory.

The individuals involved, and the pro�le andmandate of the di�erent organisations who participate,

will have a signi�cant e�ect on the level of engagement, and ultimately the level of trust. A frequent

criticism of NGO security networks, especially smaller informal groups, is that they are only

accessible to security sta� from the larger INGOs.

E�orts to ensure ‘trust’ relationships aremaintained between security sta� can make L/NNGOs, or

smaller INGOs feel excluded, or result in the establishment of various sub-groups based on the size,

type, or operational focus of organisations. Equally, if individuals or organisations involved in a

network are perceived to have close links to the authorities or speci�c security actors, or adopt a

strong advocacy positionwhich is at odds with the position adopted by other members, then this will

likely limit what othermembers vocalise or share within the network.

Although a large membership can a�ect information sharing and engagement dynamics, language

and perceived priorities are also signi�cant challenges to broader participation. However, the

importance of L/NNGO participation in security networks and forums cannot be underestimated.

Security is all about trust, so not only does INGO-L/NNGO security collaboration provide an

opportunity for trust building and networking, but sensitive security information is also often initially

shared through L/NNGOs, with their strong relationships with local communities, religious leaders,

and local volunteers. It is crucial that security collaboration mechanisms not only encourage

L/NNGOs to participate, but also empower them to take greater leadership roles in the network or

forum.

Strong engagement by all NGO members is not easy to attain. It is common to have a range of

engagement levels and manyNGOsmay choose to be passive members. This is not necessarily a

negative, as their presence alone may be equally important in terms of collaboration. It is important

to note that even those less engagedNGOs can still value their membership and the services the

network or forumprovides.

Fostering member engagement

Create a welcoming and inclusive atmosphere – all member organisations

should have an equal ‘voice’, regardless of their size, status, or focus.

Identify membership bene ts and responsibilities – outline the network or

forum’s value to themas well as their responsibility and how they can participate.



Provide training – organising an interagency security training or workshop will

often stimulate interest in the security network or forum and strengthen the

participation ofmembers.

Ensure information anddiscussions are relevant for diverse membership –

provide content and engagement methods that are relevant and accessible to all

members.

Establish clear and transparent decision-making processes – each member

should feel they can in�uence activities and that decisions represent the majority

of themembership.

De�ne information and data protection policies – members should be able to

trust how information and data will be shared and used.

Create opportunities for members to participate in governance roles –

regardless of size, all member organisations should be able to take active roles in

the network or forum.

Record and monitor engagement levels – reach out directly to inactive members

to explore reasons for not engaging, and identify any support requirements that

may increase their engagement.

Establish feedback mechanism – provide members with the ability to raise

questions or express grievances about themechanism, its governance, or the

support it provides, including anonymously, if required.

Adapted from ICVANGOForaMember EngagementGuide, 2019

3.4 Governance, structure and responsibilities

Good governance is an essential component of any collaboration mechanism, regardless of its size

and structure. An e�ective structure with transparent roles and responsibilities, and processes

provides the foundation for attracting and retaining NGO support, and for ensuring the mechanism

meets its objectives.

Themost appropriate structure will be determined by the type of security collaborationmechanism

established, and the activities and services it provides. However, it is important the structure

enhances rather than hinders the functioning of themechanism and it must be adaptable to changes

in context, membership, and funding.

NGO security mechanisms often start out as informal security groups and then adoptmore formal

measures as the number ofmembers and range of activities increases.

Most security networks have a chair or lead who coordinates the activities of the network, organising

meetings and events. Network chairs/leads are normally full-timeNGO security sta�, who support

the network on a part-time basis. Therefore, to limit the burden of the role, it is advisable to appoint

co-chairs/leads to help share tasks and to rotate these roles amongst the participating organisations.







Sharing leadership roles often produces stronger engagement and better collaboration and helps

ensure a network’s sustainability despite sta� turnover.

NGO security forums, the largest NGO-managed security mechanisms, normally have a full-time

representative or coordinator, supported by a Steering Committee or Advisory Board.

The degree to whichNGOs are involved in the mechanism’s governance is dependent on the

governance structure put in place. For example, a Steering Committee would be responsible for

setting themechanism’s strategic direction and overall aims and objectives andmaintains

accountability to members.

Steering Committees usually nominate a Chair to ensure the Steering Committee functions properly

and to provide direct support and advise the forum’s Coordinator. Alternatively, an Advisory Board is

a more informal groupwhich has fewer responsibilities but can be consulted to ensure that the

mechanism continues to meet the needs of the NGOs. Advisory Boards do not determine how a

mechanism should be run or what services it provides; that responsibility rests with the security

mechanism’s internal management or its host organisation.

Essential documents

Termsof Reference (ToR)/Charter – de�nes the mechanism’s structure,

components, membership criteria, and the scope of services. Document should

also outline responsibilities and obligations for member organisations.

Information Sharing Protocol – speci�es the policy and procedures in relation to

the sharing of information and data within the network or forum.

SteeringCommittee ToR – establishes the remit, roles, and responsibilities of the

governing body and the process for selection.

HostOrganisation MemorandumofUnderstanding (MoU) – clari�es respective

roles, responsibilities, and decision-making authority between the host

organisation, the forum‘s Coordinator/Secretariat and the Steering Committee with

respect to human resources, �nancialmanagement, donor relations, and

operational and administration support.

Security Coordinator/Advisor Job Description – describes the general tasks,

responsibilities, and reporting lines of the forum’s Security Coordinator/Advisor.

If the collaboration mechanism has more than one full-time sta�member, then these employees

would form a Secretariat. The Secretariat should be relatively autonomous and manage activities

itself, with overall guidance and support provided by the Steering Committee.

Tools

Tool 2 – SteeringCommittee ToR template

https://gisf.ngo/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/211122-Tool-2-Final.docx


Tool 3 – Security Coordinator/Advisor JobDescription template

The forum’s Coordinator or Secretariat would typically be hosted by one of the member

organisations, as establishing a separate legally independent organisation can be di�cult, time-

consuming, costly, and inmany cases, unnecessary. The host organisation is responsible for

contracting sta� and holding any donor contracts therefore assumes the �nancial and legal risk.

https://gisf.ngo/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/211122-Tool-3-Final.docx
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4. Activities and support

The range of activities and support services that a security collaborationmechanism provides to

NGOswill depend on the type ofmechanism, its structure and capacity, the resources available, and

NGO needs in that particular context.

https://gisf.ngo/
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4.1 Meetings and briefings

A key role of any security network or forum is facilitating a space for NGO security sta� tomeet

colleaguesworking within other organisations to share information, experiences, and concerns.

Networking and face-to-face information exchange is vital to build relationships and trust amongst

security sta� from di�erent NGOs.

Facilitating a regular security meeting or brie�ng enables NGOs to share information on incidents,

discuss changes in the security environment and identify issues likely to arise in the future. It also

provides an opportunity to exchange views on di�erent security approaches, and in some cases

reach agreement on common approaches that enhance the security for the broader aid community.

The frequency ofmeetings requiredwill depend on the level of insecurity, and the schedule of other

meetings. In the �rst few days after a rapid-onset emergency, or during a signi�cant deterioration in

the security environment, daily meetings may be required. In other contexts, a regular weekly or

monthly security meetingmay bemore appropriate. Meetings should be scheduled at times to suit





the majority of organisations; for example, early morning or eveningmeetings often draw the largest

attendance.

Chairing NGO security meetings can be challenging, because of the diverse range of organisations

with di�ering levels of security awareness and di�erent priorities. Some organisationsmay avoid

formal security meetings, butmay be willing to share information to varying degrees through other

less public mechanisms.

Facilitating security meetings

Prepare – invest time in preparation to maximise use of time during themeeting.

Attendingmeetings is costly for busy sta� in terms of time and activitiesmissed, so

make sure they add value.

Location – ensure meetings are accessible in terms of location and space

requirements. Consider using technology to maximise participation (Skype, Zoom,

etc.).

Timing – ensure meetings respect participants’ time commitments. Plan meeting

times around travel requirements, signi�cant events and security considerations.

Dynamics – consider inter-organisational relationships andmake sure all

participants can voice their queries or concerns. Establish smaller sub-group

meetings to ensure more inclusivity and engagement from smaller INGOs or

L/NNGOs.

Language – if participants do not speak the same language �uently, ensure

e�ective translation mechanisms are in place so that all participants can fully

participate.

Agenda – prepare an agenda in advance and explain the purpose and structure of

themeeting, who is chairing and who will be attending. Try to manage expectations

and provide an opportunity to clarify questions or discuss concerns before and

after the meeting.

Ground rules – establish ground rules immediately. Reach early agreement on

con�dentiality when sharing information or discussing incidents.

Inclusivity – provide a safe inclusive space that enables all participants to express

their opinions and share experiences.

Meeting management – stick to the agenda and keep discussions focused on key

issues. As chair, manage digressions – interrupt if necessary, but allow �exibility for

closely-related issues and concerns. Try to be a neutral party, avoid talking too

much or getting involved in heated discussions, be a good listener.

Document – maintain a record ofmeeting attendees and shareminutes of

meetings and related action points with all participants promptly after meetings.

Online or virtual networks











Themostmarked change in NGO security collaboration and coordination has been the growth of

online or virtual networks and groups. Most NGO security networks now exist online, and even for

networks that still meet face-to-face,much of the information sharing and discussion takes place via

online messaging platforms including Skype,WhatsApp, Signal, Telegram, and Slack.

Collaboration examples

In Colombia, security focal points from over 20NGOs within

theHumanitarian INGOForum formed an online security

group (Grupo de gestión de información de seguridad Foro de

ONG humanitarias) to strengthen the �owof information on

violence and insecurity in Colombia and to create a space to

discuss security challenges faced by INGOs.

The group hosts monthly virtual meetings exploring di�erent security-related topics,

and an active WhatsApp group where members share security updates and incident

alerts as they occur.

The group has established ToR which outlines the objectives of the group and

requirements for participation, together with basic rules for sharing information within

its WhatsApp group.

Establishing an online security network o�ers huge bene�ts. Members can communicate directly

with each other, share and discuss contextual updates and incident reports, or seek advice from their

peers on security issues and challenges. But online networks also come with additional security,

privacy, and reputational risks.

Tools

• Tool 4 – Online Group Chat Protocol template

Which platform to use depends on the location, quality of data network, number of organisations in

the network, and the sensitivity of information being shared. However, new platforms are emerging all

the time, and staying abreast of these developments is critical to a network’s success.

Further information

Frontline DefendersGuide to Secure Group Chat andConferencing Tools

GISF Security Risk Management Toolkit: Digital Security

Managing online groups

https://gisf.ngo/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/211122-Tool-4-Final.docx
https://www.frontlinedefenders.org/en/resource-publication/guide-secure-group-chat-and-conferencing-tools
https://gisf.ngo/resource/security-risk-management-toolkit-digital-security/


Prioritise security andprivacy – in some contexts, the use of certain socialmedia

platforms is prohibited or subject to governmentmonitoring. Assess digital security

risks to determinewhich communication platform o�ers accessibility for members

and su�cient security and privacy.

Identify admin team – seek volunteers from within the network to act as group

administrators. Administrators are responsible for monitoring posts and

discussions and dealing with newmembers. Consider forming a

committee/advisory group to helpwith new membership or removal decisions.

Control membership – closed platforms should be used and only the group

administrators should be permitted to add new members. All newmembership

requests should be checked to ensure individuals meet the group’s criteria.

Establish a process for removingmembers when they leave their role/organisation.

Establish ground rules – guidelines are important for keeping conversations and

posts positive, e�ective, and appropriate to the network. Create a transparent

process for issuing warnings, and if required, removing members because of

inappropriate posts. The online group’s guidelines should be posted regularly to

remind people and to provide the names of group administrators in case members

have questions.

Monitor discussions – despite issuing guidelines, therewill be times when you

need to remove comments/posts or address an issue. It may bemore e�ective to

address issueswith individuals directly rather than through the open forum, but in

some circumstances it will be important for thewhole group to be aware.

Establish a process for anonymising posts – somemembersmay be reluctant to

raise questions or post informationwithin the group because of concerns about

being identi�ed as the source. To allow the information to be shared, provide a

mechanism through group admins for members to post anonymously.

Create recognisable post format – group administrators should use the same

format for posts so that important information can be easily identi�ed by group

members.

Initiate discussion – members may initially be reluctant to engagewith each other

online. Try to initiate discussions and getmembers talking through regular posts

and updates.

Continually review the platform – as technology advances, look to improve the

security and functionality of the group, even if it means switching platforms.

Assess risks for admin team – although administrators need to be known to

ensure trust, in some contexts their association with the group can place them at

increased risk from authorities, security forces or other actors due to the existence

of the group or its posts. Look to minimise exposure of the admin team and keep

their details and contact information con�dential.



4.2 Information sharing

Improving the �owof security information is a core function ofmost security collaboration

mechanisms; this is often the most utilised and valued activity that such initiatives provide.

Organisations do not operate in a vacuum– what a�ects the security of one NGO will almost certainly

a�ect the security of others, therefore actively sharing information on security incidents and

potential threats can improve the awareness and understanding of all organisations, enabling them to

minimise risks to their own sta� and programmes.

While security informationmay be shared via general coordination structures, it can be di�cult to

reach those sta� responsible for security and safety at the national or local levels, or at an

organisation’s HQ. Establishing security-speci�c networks or forums helps to provide a central point

to which incidents can be reported, and then shared directly amongst security sta�within di�erent

organisations.

Even where informal security groups are established, agreeing a simple protocol for reporting security

incidents, and distributing the information sensitively amongst security sta� from other NGOs, will

bene�t everyone involved.

However, sharing security information is not without challenges. The process of gathering and

verifying incident data takes time, requiring cross-referencing from many sources to ensure reliable

security information and analysis. It is very easy for rumours to quickly escalate if suitable veri�cation

processes are not established.







More formal collaborationmechanismswith their own sta�ngwill have the capacity to verify incident

reports and can provide a broader range of security information services, including live security alerts

and advisories, weekly/monthly security updates, together with the ability to analyse security

incidents trends on a monthly/quarterly basis to support NGOs in their decision making.

E�ective security information is also dependent on organisations being willing to share security

informationwith others, and quickly. To assist the �owof information, members can agree in advance

the minimum levels of information to be shared (for example, location, date, type of incident and its

severity) to ensure that essential information is still circulated.

Tools

Tool 5 – Information Sharing Protocol template

In certain contexts, security collaboration mechanisms and the sharing of security information will be

particularly sensitive, especially in countries with high levels of state interference. The existence of

anyNGO security mechanism, and the information it shares, may result in increased threats to the

NGOs and individuals involved. In such contexts, the availability of an independent platform to gather

and circulate information on security incidents will likely provide a greater level of protection for the

organisations involved.

Receiving incident reports

A major barrier to information sharing is trust. Concerns about indiscreet use of sensitive information

shared via security networks can be a substantial barrier to sharing information. While there have

been examples of information shared in such forums turning up on social media or quoted in the

press, these are the exception.

In most settings, NGO security sta� treat the information they receive sensitively. However, it is

important to establish and agree clear protocols that explain how the information received will be

handled, what will andwill not be shared with the network, how to report information sharing

breaches, and how these will be dealt with by the network.

Further Information

Insecurity Insight Security Incident InformationManagement (SIIM)

SIIM in NGOSecurity Collaboration

There may be di�erent opinions as to what constitutes a security incident andwhat information is

relevant to the security of aid workers. How security incidents are de�ned and the boundaries

between other signi�cant incidents, such as corruption or safeguarding allegations, or violence in the

wider operating environment, are not always clear. Therefore, it is important to de�ne what incidents

https://gisf.ngo/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/211122-Tool-5-Final.docx
http://siim.insecurityinsight.org/
http://siim.insecurityinsight.org/tools-and-resources/siim-in-ngo-security-collaboration






the mechanismwill monitor, share and disseminate, and to issue clear guidance to the NGOs

involved.

Sometimes only limited information on an incident is shared, making it di�cult to relay su�cient

information to the network for other organisations to take action. Sta� on the ground may not be

authorised to share further information until they get clearance from their HQ, or will be reluctant to

do so in case it exposes them to further security risks, or breach con�dentiality or data protection.

This means that the time between an initial incident report and it being shared with the network can

be extended.

Encouraging information sharing

Promote thebene�ts – whilemost organisations want to receive information, not

all proactively contribute or share information with others. Theymay take some

convincing and reassurance to appreciate the added value.

Build trust – the primary focus, especially in the early phase, needs to be on

building trust, not only among the individuals directly involved in the network or

forum, but also in the e�ectiveness of themechanism to provide relevant

information on a timely basis.

Emphasise neutral role – if not a separate structure, the neutrality of

network/forumand the sta� involved should be emphasised through clear

statements from the chair/lead and articulated within the ToRs.

Meet face-to-face – members are more likely to share information with people

they know; themore individualsmeet on a regular basis, the more willing they are to

keep each other informed.

Create networking events – such events provide an informal setting for members

to meet and connect. They can build community and increase collective

understanding and trust.

Establish clear protocols – if members understand how any information received

will be treated and disseminated, and how issues of con�dentiality aremanaged,

they will bemore willing to share information.

Make it easy to report – establish simple processes to report incidents or share

information with the network, and where possiblemake use of technology and

simple reporting apps to remove any administrative burden on those reporting.

In contrast, the speed at which information is shared via socialmedia means that initial reports about

a situation or incident are often unveri�ed and therefore unreliable. When receiving information, it is

important to consider its source and reliability, and seek to verify the information before sharing with

the wider network.

Verifying information





Establish a process – put procedures in place for verifying incident reports to

ensure the information collected is as accurate and complete as possible. The

veri�cation process should assess the source, the report or post, and its content.

Build andmaintain a network of trusted sources – carefully select who you

verify reports with and identify a range of stakeholders to gather di�erent

perspectives.

Identify veri�able indicators – determinewhat information can be veri�ed and

what aspects of the incident report may be unveri�able.

Con�rm the source – identify and verify the primary source. Where possible,

follow up with the source directly to verify the report or to identify corrections.

Relying on secondary sources such as other NGOs, media reports or social media

could perpetuate rumours.

Check their credibility – evaluate the credibility of the source. Are they reliable?

Have their previous reports been accurate?What are the source’s credentials and

a�liations? If the report is via socialmedia, check the source’s posting history,

online activity, internet presence, and their possible connections.

Be sceptical – challenge any assumptions. Who reported it? Howdo they know?

Could they bemistaken, or their opinion be biased?

Con�rm events – information can change after initial reports. Double check what

happened to whom, where andwhen, especially the location, date and time.

Triangulate the facts – when possible, check the information with more than two

sources, ensuring these are reliable and independent of each other.

Information on some incidents must be treated confidentially, such as incidents of sexual assault or

abduction/kidnapping of NGO sta�. Some information may be shared with those leading the network

or forum to solicit additional information or support in managing the incident. While these incidents

may have implications for the safety and security of other NGO sta�working in the same operational

area, it is vital to clarify what, if any, information on the incident can be shared with others. In some

situations, it may be su�cient to alert members to the occurrence of a serious incident, without

providing any details. In any case, the personal details of individuals involved should never be shared.

Further information

GISF Managing Sexual Violence against Aid Workers: prevention,

preparedness, response and aftercare.

Storing and analysing incident data

The regular collection and analysis of incidents that occur in the operating environment will enable

organisations to understand where, how andwhy the security situation is changing, andwhat this

https://gisf.ngo/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/Managing-Sexual-Violence-against-Aid-Workers.pdf






change means for the security of their sta�, programmes and partners. Security incident data

collated by local security networks can also be shared with incident analysis platforms such as Aid

Worker Security Database and Insecurity Insight in order to contribute to the sector’s wider

analysis of aid worker insecurity.

Further information

• Insecurity Insight SIIM ExampleDatasheet for Recording Incidents 

• Insecurity Insight SIIM Classi�cation of Incidents

There are several o�-the-shelf software packages and open-source tools that can be utilised to

record and analyse incident data. However, simple spreadsheets to log key information from

di�erent incident reports may be su�cient for smaller networks.

Logging incidents

Identify your audience – understand who needs what information and why. Is the

information for NGO security colleagues or will it also be used by others –

programme and advocacy sta� or safeguarding colleagues etc.? Identify what

information is needed and build the database accordingly.

De�ne an incident – clarify which incidents should bemonitored and recorded. Is

it only incidents directly a�ecting NGO members, or broader events that impact aid

access? Do you also include safety incidents such road tra�c collisions and natural

hazards, and administrative barriers, etc.?

De�ne an aidworker – clarify whether to monitor and record incidents a�ecting

only NGO members and their sta�, or include NGO partners, UNagencies and/or

other stakeholders.

Provide de�nitions – provide a reference document with de�nitions for incidents

that are recorded and shared. Make sure the documentation is clear and

consistent.

Keep things simple and consistent – create a basic spreadsheet to log the

events. Use dropdowns for agreed categories to make it easier to capture

information. Set �elds to the desired format such as date, text or number and

include additional �elds for speci�c purposes, such as instant sharing or trend

analysis.

Develop codes for information providers – many organisations will want

assurance of anonymity as a precondition for information sharing. However, you

may need to trace information back to the original source if there are questions.

Develop a code system to record the information provider that is anonymised but

can be decoded if needed. Make sure to keep the information required for decoding

in a safe place and restrict the number of people who have access to it.

https://aidworkersecurity.org/
http://insecurityinsight.org/
http://siim.insecurityinsight.org/tools-and-resources/siim-in-ngo-security-collaboration
http://siim.insecurityinsight.org/wp-content/uploads/Classification-of-Incidents2-2021.pdf




Combine multiple reports into a master database – encourageNGOs to share

incident information in a standard format to enable a quick ‘cut and paste’ of

information into the database. However, avoid creating any additional

administrative burden to the sharing of incidents.

Build �exibility into the system – plan additional �elds that can be recorded later

and consider howde�nitions will be applied to complex events.

Regularly clean the data – despite best intentions therewill be inconsistencies

and inaccuracies in the data. Make a habit of regularly cleaning the data. Amend the

de�nitions based on real-life examples to ensure consistency.

A challenge inmaintaining any central database of incident data is the inconsistency in how

organisations record and classify incidents. Some organisationsmay only record certain types of

incidents, or two organisations may categorise the same incident in di�erent ways, making it di�cult

to undertake cross-organisational comparisons.

Organisations within the network or forum can be encouraged to use standard de�nitions and

classi�cations to help facilitate analysis. However, manywill beworking to their own internal

classi�cations, therefore incident reports receivedwill need to be assessed and, if necessary, re-

categorised to ensure consistencywith the database’s parameters.

Analysing incident data

Detect patterns – for di�erent incident types (locations, targets/victims, timings,

or behaviour/tactics of the perpetrators, etc). What are the similarities and

di�erences in the incidents that have occurred? Why might these similarities or

di�erences occur?

Consider trends – either by speci�c geographic locations and/or during a speci�c

time period. What are the key trends in the overall security situation? Does the data

indicate any emerging trends that may a�ect the security of aid workers in future?

Describe changes – explain the di�erences between the most recent data and

previous analyses.What are themost signi�cant changes, and why?

Identify actions – suggest actions or speci�c measures that organisations should

consider in response to the security incidents occurring.

Incident reports shared with the security network or forum may also omit useful information such as

speci�c location information or details on sta� a�ected, including their gender and nationality. It can

require further dialoguewith the organisation a�ected to clarify aspects of the incident and to

determine what information can be shared or not with thewider network.

Maintaining a comprehensive database enables a security mechanism to provide more detailed

analysis and produce regular reports highlighting trends in security incidents over a certain period, for

example the type of incidents occurring, and their frequency, severity, location, and timing. Providing







such analysis enables NGOs to develop a broader understanding of the risks, and adapt or strengthen

their security approaches in response to these changes.

Collaboration examples

In the aftermath of two devastating cyclones (Idai & Kenneth)

in 2019, the security situation in the Cabo Delgado region of

Mozambique quickly deteriorated, with a sharp rise in

violence perpetrated against the civilian population by

militants. At the time there were no functioning security

collaboration structures in place, and limited information and

analysis on incidents.

Insecurity Insight was asked to provide regular threat analysis to organisations

responding to the cyclone, as part of its Aid in Danger project. Insecurity Insight

received veri�ed security information and incident reports from its partner agencies

andmonitored local newsmedia and socialmedia, in collaboration with Standby Task

Force.

Monthly threat analysis reports were shared through various NGOs networks at the

local, national, regional and global levels.

During large scale emergency responses or in particularly challenging security environments, with

many organisations involved, signi�cant numbers of security incidents being reported, or sensitivities

regarding themonitoring and reporting of security issues, it may beworth an NGO security network or

forum seeking assistance from specialist organisations outwith the operating context to provide

information on and analysis of incidents a�ecting aid worker security.

Disseminating information

Providing both real-time security alerts and weekly/monthly updates tomembers of a network or

forum requires careful consideration.

Further information

Insecurity Insight SIIM Incident Alert Template and Example

Insecurity Insight SIIM Weekly orMonthly Summary Report Template and

Example

Email distribution lists are su�cient for less time-critical information, such as security reports, but

they are unreliable for sharing real time security alerts and threat advisories. SMSblaster services

and, increasingly, online chat platforms are a much faster and more e�ective way to share

information and alerts betweenmembers of a security network or forum.

http://insecurityinsight.org/
https://standbytaskforce.wordpress.com/
http://insecurityinsight.org/country-pages/mozambique
http://insecurityinsight.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/SIIM-Incident-Alert-Template.pdf
http://insecurityinsight.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/SIIM-Incident-Alert-Example.pdf
http://insecurityinsight.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/SIIM-Weekly-or-Monthly-Summary-Report-Template.pdf
http://insecurityinsight.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/SIIM-Weekly-or-Monthly-Summary-Report-Example.pdf




Themost suitable platform will depend on the location, quality of data network, number of

organisations in the group, and the sensitivity of information being shared.

Sharing incident information

With whom – will information only be shared amongstmembers, or distributed to

other coordination platforms or external stakeholders?

When – is the requirement for instant alerts to members, sharedwhenever an

incident occurs, or aggregated incident data shared on a weekly ormonthly basis?

Which format – domembers require text-based descriptions of individual events

or analysis in the form of graphs andmaps? Do you have capacity to geographically

track and map incident reports?

Which platform – will information/reports be circulated via online platforms

(What’s App/Skype etc), SMS, or email? Can other platforms be utilised, such as a

dashboard ormaps to present live updates?

Anonymous or known reporting – aremembers comfortable sharing incident

information directly with each other? Would they prefer to share information

anonymously through a trusted intermediary, or to use technology such as

reporting apps to enable anonymous reporting?

Who manages – if using an online platform to record and share security incident

information, do you have the capacity/time to manage the platform directly or will

you require support from external specialised services?

In addition to members of the security network or forum, theremay be other stakeholders and

interested parties whowish to receive the updates and reports produced. For example, the HQ

security focal points of NGOs that are not present in the country, but who have sta� visiting regularly

or are working through local partners, or other NGO security networks and forumswithin the region or

globally. Consider with whom information should be shared and agree a protocol for sharing

informationwith non-members.

4.3 Liaison and representation

Regular liaison with various security actors in the local environment, including national and

international military forces or non-state armed actors, police forces, and private security

companies, is a vital part of gathering security information, verifying reports of incidents and possible

threats, and in some cases facilitating in-extremis support. However, given the number of NGOs in

many humanitarian operations, security actors can be reluctant to liaise directly with each individual

NGO, preferring to work through recognised focal points.

In other contexts, NGOsmay be uncomfortable developing relationships with certain security actors

due to the risks such cooperationmay generate. NGO security collaboration mechanisms can help to







centralise engagement, while also acting as a bu�er for security liaison and information gathering

betweenNGOs and various security actors.

NGO security networks and forums can also act as conduits for strengthening NGO-UN security

relations, working directly with UNDSS and security sta� from other UN agencies to facilitate the

sharing of security information, and to highlight the security concerns of NGOs.

The existence of anNGO security network or forum is also a key requirement for developing formal

relationships with UNDSS as part of the SLT framework and for NGOs to participate in UN Security

Management Team meetings or other coordinationmeetings and events.

Despite the obvious bene�ts of regular liaisonwith di�erent security actors, there are risks involved.

Engagement and close cooperation with certain actors may undermine the security collaboration

mechanism’s independence in the eyes of some NGOs, the authorities, or other actors. All

relationshipsmust be carefully managed to ensure they remain transparent and impartial, and that

there is no real or perceived compromise to the network or forum’s independence.

Collaboration examples

In South Sudan, twoNGO Safety Advisors were hosted by the

Danish Refugee Council to provide security information,

civilian-military liaison, advice and support, and training to

NGOs working in and around the Malakal and Bentiu

Protection of Civilian (POC) sites respectively.

The initiative was part of a wider programme to strengthen

NGO security coordination and improve access within Unity and Upper Nile States.

TheNGO Safety Advisers in both states represented theNGO community at the UN

Areas Security Management Team (ASMT) meetings. The bi-weeklymeetings included

various UNagencies, including UNDSS, UNOCHA, UNPOL, UNHCR, and UNICEF,

together with UNMISS Force Commanders.

4.4 Contingency planning and incident support

Ensuring timely and e�ective responses to a sudden deterioration in security or a natural disaster,

being able to quickly relocate or evacuate sta� to a place of safety, or getting sta� in remote locations

access to suitable medical care in an emergency, all require considerable planning and information

gathering in advance.

Collaboration examples

In north-eastern Syria, several NGO security focal points collaborated onmapping

medical facilities using GoogleMaps. NGOs working in di�erent areas were asked to





add information on the location, capacity, and contact details

for di�erent health facilities to an online map.

The populated map was then circulated amongst NGOs to aid

their contingency planning when expanding into new areas

and to enable sta� to quickly access information on the

nearestmedical facility in an emergency.

Security collaborationmechanisms play an important role in supporting members to prepare for

situations which pose a signi�cant threat to sta� and operations. Often, simply bringing security sta�

together to discuss and share information on their respective contingency plans provides signi�cant

support to those organisations looking to develop or strengthen their own plans.

In some cases, NGO security mechanisms can also support the development of inter-agency

contingency plans, in collaborationwith UN agencies and IOs, for the potential evacuation, relocation

or medical support arrangements for NGO sta� in speci�c operational areas.While larger NGOs tend

to havemeasures and support mechanisms in place to respond to critical incidents involving their

sta�, many smaller organisations do not and frequently reach out to NGO security networks or

forums for support in the event of an incident.

In life-threatening situations, most security mechanismswill try to provide support to the member

involved, especially in coordinating responseswith UN agencies, or military forces and other security

actors.  However, the extent of critical incident support that can be provided tomembers will have

limitations. It is important that these limitations are clearly explained in advance to avoid

misunderstandings or unrealistic expectations.

4.5 Joint training initiatives

Training is a vital part of improving the security awareness and capacity of sta�. With greater

recognition of duty of care and the value of security training, manyNGOs have established

comprehensive security training programmes, or provide sta� access to external courses run by

NGO-focused security training providers in themajor humanitarian hubs. In practice, however, the

majority of NGOs struggle to resource and provide security training for their sta�, especially for

national sta�who are most exposed to security risks in day-to-day operations.  

Collaboration examples

In Libya, the Libya INGOForum organised security trainings

for international and national sta� of INGOs. Trainings

consisted of Personal Security Awareness, Hostile

Environment Awareness Training (HEAT), and Advanced

Security Management, together with access workshops and

training for humanitarian drivers in hostile environments.

https://libyaingoforum.org/




Trainings were in a mixture of in-person and online formats, and conducted in Arabic

and English.

All trainings were by external providers selected through a competitive procurement

processmanaged by the Libya INGO Forum’s host, the Norwegian Refugee Council.

NGO security networks and forums play a signi�cant role in improving access to training. Firstly, in

identifying training opportunities through the UN SLT framework, or in liaisonwith external training

providers*, and sharing informationwith members. Secondly, engaging with NGO security sta�

facilitating training at the national and local level to encourage organisations to provide access to

other NGOs on these trainings, if spaces are available.

Pooling resources and collaborating with others to provide security training to sta� and partners not

only helps to reduce costs, but cross-organisational learning strengthens networking and information

sharing which bene�ts security collaboration in the operating context.

Further information

GISF Security & Safety Training Pack

GISF Training Hub

In some cases, collaboration mechanisms have taken the lead in providing security training and

capacity building events for NGO sta�, for example by organising security workshops focused on

speci�c security issues and challenges. However,maintaining a regular programme of personal

security and security management trainings requires signi�cant resources and is likely to be limited to

larger platformswith su�cient sta�ng capacity.

Participation in joint security training and workshops is normally on a reimbursable basis, but if

funding is available then subsided or free places could bemade available to certain NGOs.

* GISF maintains a comprehensive list of training courses around the world, from crisis

management training to personal security. All training providers have been recommended by at least

two GISF member organisations.

4.6 Collaborative action

When facedwith increasing threats and restricted access, coming together as a group to raise

concerns with authorities, communities or thewider humanitarian community is a vital role of NGO

security fora.

Generating a collective voice on security concerns through common NGOpositions and joint

statements which unite organisations in the condemnation of a speci�c security incident or

increasing risk to aid workers can have greater impact and lead to positive improvements in terms of

https://gisf.ngo/long-read/security-safety-training-pack/
https://gisf.ngo/topics/training-theme/
https://gisf.ngo/training-events/








security and access. However, it is important to note that advocacy is not limited to public

statements, and often involves a mix of strategies that are less visible such as lobbying, building

relationships, and in�uencing key stakeholders and decision-makers.

Collaboration examples

In response to a spate of security incidents a�ecting

humanitarian aid workers in Ethiopia in March 2021 – including

the killing of a GOAL driver and an incident during which

Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) sta� in Tigray’s Eastern Zone

witnessed armed forces assault an MSF driver and execute

four civilians – theHumanitarian International Non-

Governmental Organization (HINGO) Forum issued a joint

INGO statement condemning attacks against relief sta�. The statement called for

greater protection of aid workers, and for the attacks and killings to be investigated and

those responsible to be held accountable.

Raising issues through a collaborationmechanism can also provide a degree of protection for

individual NGOs – the mechanism is acting on behalf of all its membership without singling out any

individual agency.

A security network and forum can increase the impact of advocacy e�orts by drawing support from

those members who are able to contribute expertise, time and resources to developing a statement

and key messages.

Although collaborative action and advocacy can achieve positive results, it is not without challenges.

Asking multiple NGOs, with di�erentmandates and approaches, to agree to joint statements is a

di�cult process; it takes time, and sometimes compromise, to achieve consensus.

Further information

Toolkit: Responding to Violence against Humanitarian Action on the Policy

Level

ICVA NGO ForaAdvocacy Guide

A clear system should be in place for how joint statements are developed, reviewed and endorsed by

the membership. However, some members will be reluctant to participate, for di�erent reasons,

therefore there should also be clarity on how the statements are issuedwithout the involvement of

certain members.

Developing joint advocacy statements

Identify the goal – be clear onwhat needs to change or what parties need to do.

https://drc.ngo/media/p3wp5c00/hingo-forum-statement-fnl_20210626.pdf
https://gisf.ngo/resource/toolkit-responding-to-violence-against-humanitarian-action-on-the-policy-level/)
https://www.icvanetwork.org/uploads/2021/07/NGO_Fora_Advocacy_Guide_English_July2017.pdf


Seek consensus – solicit support for overall key messages and circulate drafts to

members for them to add input or raise concerns.

Explain the process – statements should be developed through an agreed

process.Clarify the approval process andwhat happens when a member does not

wish to sign o�on the statement.

Identify risks – consider possible consequences for and negative reactions of

di�erent actors.

Prepare a media/communications plan – providemembers with additional

information and talking points for use on social media.

https://gisf.ngo/long-read/ngo-security-collaboration-guide/3-establishing-a-collaboration-mechanism/
https://gisf.ngo/long-read/ngo-security-collaboration-guide/5-tools/
https://gisf.ngo/
https://gisf.ngo/wp-login.php?redirect_to=https%3A%2F%2Feisf.helpful.ws%2F
https://chat.eisf.helpful.ws/login
https://gisf.ngo/get-involved/become-a-member/
https://gisf.ngo/accessibility/
https://gisf.ngo/privacy-cookies/
https://gisf.ngo/set-image-preferences/
https://twitter.com/gisf_ngo
https://www.linkedin.com/in/gisf-global-interagency-security-forum-65088137/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCG0WPSZDUXET-Hyp9bDEYKQ
https://open.spotify.com/show/4rxsNgU5AGIGeTL9wjfr5k
https://gisf.ngo/subscribe/
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5. Tools

Tool 1 – Terms of reference (ToR)/charter template

Tool 2 – Steering committee ToR template

Tool 3 – Security coordinator/advisor job description template

Tool 4 – Online group chat protocol template

Tool 5 – Information sharing protocol template

For further information on NGO security collaboration and humanitarian security riskmanagement

be sure to visit GISF’s resource library.

https://gisf.ngo/
https://gisf.ngo/long-read/ngo-security-collaboration-guide/
https://gisf.ngo/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/211122-Tool-1-Final.docx
https://gisf.ngo/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/211122-Tool-2-Final.docx
https://gisf.ngo/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/211122-Tool-3-Final.docx
https://gisf.ngo/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/211122-Tool-4-Final.docx
https://gisf.ngo/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/211122-Tool-5-Final.docx
https://gisf.ngo/resources/
https://gisf.ngo/long-read/ngo-security-collaboration-guide/4-activities-support/
https://gisf.ngo/
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